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We wish to study here the global stability of the Lotka-Volterra system, 
Xi(t) = Xi(t) [ri ~ ~ aijxj(t)] i=  1 , . . . ,n .  (1) 
The xi denote the densities; the ri are intrinsic growth rates, and the a~j describe the effect of 
the jth upon the ith population. The matrix A = (aij),~×n is called the interaction matrix. 
System (1) is assumed to have a unique positive equilibrium x* = (x~,. . . ,  x~), which in turn 
implies that 
det (A) ¢ 0. (2) 
The global stability of system (1) has been studied by many authors [1-3]. It is shown that 
the diagonal dominance of the interaction matrix A implies the global stability of the system. 
DEFINITION. 
(i) Matrix A = (aij)nxn is said to satisfy the diagonally dominant condition (DD), if there 
exist positive constants ai (i = 1 . . . . .  n) such that 
(DD):aiaii + Z aj[aj~l < O, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  (3) 
j=l,j¢i 
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(ii) A satisfies the weakly diagonally dominant condition (WDD), ff there exist positive con- 
stants ai (i = 1, . . . ,  n) such that 
(WDD):aiaii + ~ ajlaj i  I < 0, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  (4) 
j=l , j~i  
Note that when ali the equalities in (4) hold, we have 
det (.4) = 0, (5) 
where A = (aij) with ~ii = aii and ?tit = [aij[ for i , j  = 1,.. .  ,n; i ~ j. 
The aim of the present paper is to show that condition (WDD) instead of condition (DD) is 
enough to ensure the global stability of system (1). 
LEMMA. I rA  is irreducible (i.e., the linear transformation A does not map into itself any nonzero 
proper linear subspace spanned by a subset of the standard basis vectors) and satisfies (WDD), 
then either A satisfies (DD) or a11 the equalities in (4) hold true. 
PROOF. Suppose one of the inequalities i strict, say, the first one, then change al  to be ~1 = 
al  - 51 (51 > 0 small). Since A is irreducible, there is an inequality, besides the first one, which 
is strict, say, the second one. Change a2 to be ~2 = a2 - 62 (52 > 0 small). By the irreducibility 
of A, we can obtain positive constants (~3,..., an, so that (3) holds true provided ai in (4) are 
changed to be ~i. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The main result of this paper is as follows. 
THEOREM. I f  A satisfies condition (WDD), then the positive equilibrium x* of system (1) is 
globally stable. 
PROOF. Define a Liapunov function 
where cei, i = 1, . . . ,  n, satisfy (4). 
n 
V( t )=Ea i  ln~ , 
i=1  I xi I 
Then the Dini derivative of V(t) along a solution x(t) of (1) takes the form 
DV(t )  = aie i - -  = aiei E aij (xj - x;) 
Xi 
i= l  i= l  j= l  
= ceieiejaij Ixj - x;[ + E c~jajj Ixj - x;I 
j= l  i=l, i~j j= l  
= a:a:: + ~ ailaijl Ix: - z;I + ~ ai (e ie ja i j  -la~jl)[xj - x ; [ ,  
j= l  i=l,i~j 11 j= l  i= 1 , i~j  
where 
1, for xi(t) > x~, 
£i ~ . 
-1,  for xi(t) < xi, 
when DV(t )  denotes the upper-right derivative, or 
-1,  for xi(t) > x~, 
~i ~--" . 
1, for xi(t) <_ x i, 
(6) 
when DV(t)  denotes the upper-left derivative. 
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Now suppose A is irreducible. 
If A is diagonally dominant, then V < 0 for all x ¢ x*. Hence, x* is globally stable in this 
case. 
Consider the case that all the equalities in (4) hold• By the LaSalle's invariance principle [4], 
the LaSalle's invariant set M is contained in E: 
={x(t)eR  - la jl) lx¢ - x ; I  -= O, i , j  = iC j} .  
Now we show, by induction on the species number k (1 < k < n), that M is identical with the 
unique positive equilibrium x*. 
Suppose x(t )  E M C E.  
If xi( t )  - x* ¢ 0 for each i E {1, . . . ,  n}, then ei = 1 or -1  for all t > 0. By the structure of E, 
it follows that eiejai j  = la~jl for i , j  = 1 , . . .  ,n ; i  ~ j .  In this case, 
det (-4) -- det (hij) = det (e,Qai j )  
= E ( -1 ) r (h i~"~)a l i l  • a2~2...anin • e l .  ei, • e2. e i~. . ,  en" ei,~ (7) 
= E( -1 )~( iH~" ' )a l i ,  • a2i2. . .ani~ = det (ai j) = det (A). 
Clearly, (7) together with (2) and (5) leads to a contradiction. This shows the case of k = 1. 
We suppose, without loss of generality, that in the LaSalle's invariant set M, we have that 
x~(t) - x; = 0 for each i e I = {1 , . . . , k -  1}, but x j ( t )  - x; ¢ 0 for each y e g = {k , . . . ,n} .  
Since x(t)  E E and the interaction matrix A is irreducible, we have, for upper-right derivative (6), 
that 
(a,j - la~j l ) ]x j  (t-) -x l = 0, 
or, for upper-left derivative (6), that 
(-a j - la,jl)t , (t-) - = 0. 
By the irreducibility of A, there is one i E I and one j C J such that aij ¢ 0, say, alk ~ O. 
Clearly, we can always choose DV(t )  in (6) as upper-right derivative or upper-left one such that 
one of (alk - lalkl) and (--alk -- lalkl) is nonzero. This implies that xk(t-) - x~ = 0 in M. By the 
induction assumption, we have 
xi (t-') - x* = 0, for i = 1, . . .  ,n. (8) 
By the uniqueness of the solutions, we obtain 
x~(t) - x* =---- O, i = 1 , .• . ,n .  
Hence, LaSalle's invariance principle ensures the global stability of x*. 
Now consider the interaction matrix A with the following form: (As0 0) 
A=(a i j )~xn= A2 ""  0 
x . . .  Ak 
(9) 
k where each As (i = 1 , . . . ,  k) is a ri x r~ matrix with ~i=l  T'i : n and irreducible, and all elements 
in the upper-right blocks of A are zero, and all matrices x in the left-lower have any elements. 
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Now consider the first subsystem composed of the first rl equations in (1), 
01 = diag (yl)A1 (Yl - Y~), (10) 
where yl = (x11,. . . ,Xlr l)  and y~ = (x~l,. . .  ,x~rl). Since A1 is irreducible, the above result 
implies that in M: yl(t)  = y~ for t > 0. Substituting yl(t)  = y[ into the second subsystem of (1) 
which is composed of r2 equations from the (rl + 1) th one to the (rl + r2) th one in system (1), 
we have 
Y2 = diag(y2)A2 (Y2 - Y~), (11) 
where Y2 -: (x2l,... ,X2r2) and y~ = (x~l,... ,x~r2). Since As is irreducible, the above result 
again implies that in M: y2(t) = y~ for t > 0. Repeating the above procedure, we can obtain 
M = {x*}. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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